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Public Sphere
Rati Agnihotri
A not so orchestrated howl
scratches the surface of the night,
reams and reams of leaves rustle .
The pavement dwellers across the city
feast on smoke, chill and broken dreams
A gang of eloquent speakers arrest the moonlight.

Placards, banners and posters at India Gate
and elsewhere
A rotten corpse lies open to sedimentation somewhere
Elsewhere in the city
a song and dance sequence
ruptures the night
Eyes closed, eyes open
or perhaps blindfolded
recording the sequence of things.

Then,
At many many places
All at the same time
Verbal wars being waged at the click of a mouse
Grandiose declarations being made
Fine, muslin like, silly vows being exchanged
All at the click of a mouse

Next morning in the papers
Something happened
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Nah... a lot happened
Somewhere forests got burnt,
Daughters got raped,
Several men died in an industrial accident,
the United Nations tribal chieftain said so and so things about India and ..

Then at the click of a mouse
Good, old intelligent, play it safe, hardworking middle class life.

Sigh, vent out,
Vent out, sigh

Please say something that sounds convincing enough
I promise it will be out in the papers the next morning.
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